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The Arca Digital Assets Fund is a long-only, opportunistic, event-driven fund focused on the most 

liquid cryptocurrencies. Each position in the fund is categorized into one of four strategies: 

Long-Term Fundamental: 12- 36 month time horizon

Catalyst/Event-Driven: 1-3 month defined timeline

Asymmetric: Off-the-run / microcap tokens with high probability-weighted returns

Beta: Capturing overall market growth

The following case study focuses on our “Event-Driven” strategy. 

ARCA DIGITAL ASSETS FUND
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On April 24, 2019, the New York State Attorney General (NYSAG) sued Bitfinex, one of the largest 

and oldest cryptocurrency exchanges, and its affiliated firm Tether, the company behind the 

stablecoin of the same name (Ticker: USDT).  In short, $850mm was misappropriated between 

their Exchange user accounts (Bitfinex) and the collateral of their stabletoken (Tether), and was 

ultimately seized. Tether was revealed to be only 74% backed by US dollars (instead of 100%), and 

Bitfinex now had a major capital shortfall.  To plug this capital hole, Bitfinex announced that they 

would attempt to issue $1 billion of new tokens (LEO) in exchange for $1 billion of Tether tokens 

(USDT), whereby Bitfinex will effectively retire the incoming USDT to make up for the capital 

shortfall.

BACKGROUND
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Tether is one of the few systemically significant companies in the entire crypto ecosystem. Each 

USDT is stated to be backed 1:1 by a dollar or cash equivalent and is designed to maintain a 

consistent price peg with the U.S. dollar. This allows USDT to be a stable alternative to other 

volatile cryptocurrencies and mimic the core properties of money, namely being a stable store of 

value, unit of account, and medium of exchange.

USDT has a market capitalization of $2.8 billion, and it is a key source of liquidity for exchanges 

and traders around the world. 80% of all bitcoin trading is done in USDT. 

STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF TETHER
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FRAMING THE SITUATION 
While many crypto market participants (with no capital markets experience or historical context) 

called this $1 billion attempted raise “a bailout”, it differed from the bailouts seen during the 

Great Recession. Bear Stearns and Merrill Lynch are categorized as bailouts, because taxpayers 

had no choice as bank suitors were forced to purchase. And the TARP program was a bailout as 

the government chose to keep bad business models alive. 

On the flipside, Jefferies and Knight Capital were not bailed out - they were saved by real 

investors who believed in the future prospects of the company once the capital hole was 

plugged. Bitfinex’s existing shareholders, and new investors, had the power to resuscitate this 

company.
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OPPORTUNITY
Using a token to plug a capital shortfall, and programming the token with very favorable terms 

for investors, showcased the unique and flexible characteristics of issuing tokens instead of 

equity or debt.  Upon learning about the transaction, we immediately went to work with an 

internal deal team consisting of: Jeff Dorman, CFA (Arca Chief Investment Officer and former 

capital markets banker and distressed trader), Phil Liu (Arca Chief Legal Officer and regulatory 

expert), and Hassan Bassiri (Arca Portfolio Manager and former M&A banker, who carries both a 

JD and CFA designation).  Upon reviewing the legality of the deal, and the terms, we were able to 

construct one of the best risk/reward investments that Arca has seen to date.
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● 27% of gross revenues from the Bitfinex trading 
platform will be used to buy back the tokens on a 3 
hour  basis into Perpetuity 

● Buybacks are made at the market rate and LEO tokens 
used to pay fees may also be burned.

● Additionally, 95% of any of the $850mm 
misappropriated funds recovered from Crypto Capital 
and 80% of the recovered net funds from the Bitfinex 
hack will be used to buy back tokens.  

LEO TOKEN TERMS
The LEO token offered favorable terms with equity-like features (“dividends” based on revenue 

growth), debt-like features (auto-paydowns with FCF and recovered assets) and utility features 

(reduced trading fees on a widely utilized platform) - all of which led to high upside, and more 

importantly, very low downside. 

● Reduction of trading, lending, fiat and crypto 
deposit/withdrawal fees and derivatives fees, and 
access to future service offerings (IEOs, STOs, and a 
betting platform among others) 

● After a series of missteps, and the NYAG watching 
them closely, Bitfinex could not afford to issue a 
security that traded down.  It was very widely believed 
that they would be transparent about their cash flows, 
and would do everything in their power to ensure that 
this new token traded well.

TERMS & DETAILS 
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SCENARIO ANALYSIS 
First, we conducted a scenario and probability analysis: 

Scenario 1: Bitfinex successfully raises the capital, and investors in these new LEO tokens would 

be rewarded in the same way Jefferies and Knight investors were, as the terms of these new LEO 

tokens were incredibly favorable to investors.  With the capital hole filled, Bitfinex and Tether will 

likely continue to operate with a well deserved reputational blackeye. But, the tokens would 

begin to trade on relative value versus Binance Coin (BNB), and the cash flow sweeps combined 

with new use cases for the token would put a very high floor on the tokens.

Scenario 2: If the Bitfinex token issue fails, then the market will have sealed Bitfinex’s fate, 

indicating that the terms of the sweetheart deal were not sweet enough, or indicating that 

deceitful actions such as fund misappropriation cannot simply be undone with fresh capital. 

Similarly, USDT would likely fall 25% (or further), to the level where their cash fully covers the 

tokens.  
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VALUATION MODEL
To understand the value or utility provided by an exchange token we used the TVEV ratio, a simple 

metric which is akin to P/E in equities.  TVEV calculates the price of an exchange token (ET) for each 

dollar of average daily trading volume on the exchange - i.e., how much are you paying for the utility 

the token provides relative the network the token supports (the exchange).

● TV = Total Market Cap of the Exchange Token (ET)  

● EV = Daily Exchange Volume in USD (30 day average)

Generally the lower the TVEV the more value/utility you’re getting from the token; however, the TVEV 

has limitations just like all other metrics, so looking at the metric alone is not sufficient.
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VALUATION
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LEO is compared to 
BNB, the most 
successful token to-date 
issued by a crypto 
exchange (Binance).

BNB and LEO are both 
part security (holders 
are entitled to pay 
downs from finance 
revenue) and part utility 
(holders get reduced 
trading fees on their 
platform).



VALUATION- DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW
The LEO Token derives much of its value from the Buyback and Burn mechanism.

● 27% of Bitfinex Revenues Trading Platform will be used to buy back the tokens on a 3-hour 

basis

● These Buybacks take place on the open market providing constant buying pressure to the 

token

● Bitfinex continues to be transparent about these burns: https://leo.bitfinex.com/ 

(See Appendix for Full Valuation Model)
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LEO BURNS
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● So Far Bitfinex has burnt 2.07m LEO Tokens

● Based on Burns we can project yearly revenues of  $ 392,520,556.37 

VALUATION SUMMARY TODAY

Utility Value $4.05

Current Price $1.58

Upside/Downside 156.04%



GROWTH EXPECTATIONS
At first glance based on the TVEV ratio, it seems LEO is overvalued compared to BNB as it’s priced at 

a 43% premium based on total market cap. Our perspective is that the market is pricing in LEO’s 

growth prospects and future utility based on the additional services that Bitfinex plans to offer using 

the $1B raise and that as a major fiat on/off ramp for traders it commands a premium. LEO holders 

are entitled to reduced fees for trading, lending, deposits/withdrawals, and Bitfinex’s expansion plans 

further include:  

● A derivative platform with up to 100X leverage (the Bitmex playbook) 

● EOSFinex - exchange project built on the EOS.IO software  

● IEO Platform (beginning June 2019)

● Licensed STO Platform 

● Sports Betting Platform (BetFinex) 
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ACTION
We constructed a trade where we could short (or avoid) USDT in case the new issue failed, but put in 

an order to buy the new issue as long as LEO priced the deal.  By doing so, we avoided risk if the deal 

failed, but were in a position to capitalize if it succeeded.

Our channel checks indicated that this deal was going to get done easily, as Bitfinex was still a highly 

profitable company with strong equity backers, particularly in Asia. While we do not condone 

Bitfinex’s actions which caused the capital shortfall, we do appreciate the value this opportunity 

created. It’s simply a reality that people move on from scandals, and companies who remain solvent 

and profitable get to continue operating.  
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RESULTS
Arca was given a large allocation of the new issue at $1.00/LEO token on May 20, 2019.  As of May 31, 

the token was trading at $1.49 (a 49% gain in under 2 weeks), and as of June 30, 2019, LEO traded at 

$1.74.  We continue to believe LEO is undervalued, and it remains one of our top positions.
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ONGOING MONITORING 
In an effort to be as transparent as possible, the LEO Transparency Dashboard was released to 

provide token holders with unique, verifiable insights into the token buyback process. Real-time 

token and exchange performance statistics include: 

● Live LEO Acquisition shows the quantity LEO purchased by iFinex from the open market over 

the course of the current hour.

● Pending LEO Burn shows the total quantity of LEO to be burned in the upcoming buyback 

on-chain transaction. Tokens are burned on-chain every 3 hours.

● Collected LEO (24h) shows the quantity of LEO purchased by iFinex over the course of the 

previous 24 hours.

● Daily LEO Burns (7 day Period) provides a visual representation of the daily LEO burns across 

the previous 7-day period.

● LEO Burn Transactions displays the on-chain burn transactions for LEO, updated every 3 

hours.
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ABOUT ARCA 
Arca is a full-service investment management firm building and managing institutional-caliber digital assets 

products. Their vision is to become the “BlackRock for Digital Assets/Blockchain” where they will eventually have a 

product portfolio so that any type of investor can find the right product(s) to gain exposure to digital assets.All of 

Arca's products meet the highest regulatory standards globally (set by the SEC) and have institutional- caliber 

operations (strict risk management, comprehensive compliance procedures, top service providers, and diligent 

reporting).
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ABOUT ARCA HEDGE FUNDS
Arca's private funds provide the most appropriate way for institutional investors to gain exposure to crypto as an 

asset class. Their flagship offering is the Arca Digital Assets Fund, which is a long-only, opportunistic, event-driven 

fund focused on the most liquid cryptocurrencies. They analyze global economic events and asset classes in 

combination with crypto-specific events, and use a bottom-up thesis-driven approach to token selection, which 

includes a thorough technical vetting process that evaluates the strength of a protocol and underlying 

infrastructure.



APPENDIX: DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW
We took these LEO Burns and Projected Revenues to build out a DCF Valuation Model



DISCLAIMER
This presentation is not an offer to sell securities of any investment fund or a solicitation of offers to buy any such securities. Securities of collective investment vehicles (the “Funds”) managed by Arca (the 
“General Partner”) are offered to selected investors only by means of a complete offering memorandum and related subscription materials which contain significant additional information about the 
terms of an investment in the Funds (such documents, the “Offering Documents”). Any decision to invest must be based solely upon the information set forth in the Offering Documents, regardless of 
any information investors may have been otherwise furnished, including this presentation.

An investment in any strategy, including any strategy described herein, involves a high degree of risk. There is no guarantee that the investment objective will be achieved. Past performance of these 
strategies is not necessarily indicative of future results. There is the possibility of loss and all investment involves risk including the loss of principal. Securities of the Funds are not registered with any 
regulatory authority, are offered pursuant to exemptions from such registration, and are subject to significant restrictions.

The information in this presentation was prepared by the General Partner and is believed by the General Partner to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be reliable. General 
Partner makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Opinions, estimates and projections in this presentation constitute the current judgment of General Partner 
and are subject to change without notice. Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this presentation are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions. It can be 
expected that some or all of such assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results. Accordingly, any projections are only estimates and actual results will differ and may vary 
substantially from the projections or estimates shown. This presentation is not intended as a recommendation to purchase or sell any commodity or security. The General Partner has no obligation to 
update, modify or amend this presentation or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, project on, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or 
subsequently becomes inaccurate.

This presentation is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part nor may its contents be disclosed to any other person without the express consent of Arca.

The description herein of the approach of Arca and the targeted characteristics of its strategies and investments is based on current expectations and should not be considered definitive or a guarantee 
that the approaches, strategies, and investment portfolio will, in fact, possess these characteristics.  These descriptions are based on information available as of the date of preparation of this document, 
and the description may change over time. Past performance of these strategies is not necessarily indicative of future results. There is the possibility of loss and all investment involves risk including the 
loss of principal. 

Any holdings identified herein do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended by Arca. It should not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or 
will equal the performance of the investment in this report. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Specific companies mentioned in this report are meant to demonstrate the investment 
style of Arca and are not selected based on performance. The position reflected does not represent all the positions held, purchased, or sold, and in the aggregate, the information may represent a small 
percentage of activity.

The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No 
representation is made that these will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.  
Certain links, including links to other websites, are provided in this document. These links are provided as a convenience and do not imply sponsorship or approval of any of these websites or their 
content. 
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www.ar.ca
(424) 289 - 8068


